FCC WEEK PROGRESS

• Very intense week with a lot of information exchange, discussions,…
• **240 presentations and 50 posters** highlighting the progress of the study.
• Thanks to all **speakers for the excellent presentations and posters and all contributors for the enormous work** performed since Amsterdam that has led to the CDRs and the input for the EPPSU.
• Thanks to the **Scientific Programme Committee** for putting together a really interesting program.
• Thanks to the **session conveners** for keeping order during this dense days and to **all participants** for having joined us for this FCC Week in Brussels.
MANY THANKS TO:

• The local organizing team in Belgium:
  Freya Blekman, Jorgen D'Hondt, Fabio Maltoni, Dirk Ryckbosch, Pascal Vanlaer, Hans Van Haevermaet

• The student helpers:
  Emil Bols, Hans VanHaevermaet, Martin Delcourt, Luca Mantani, Xiaoran Zhao, Davide Di Croce, Tomas Kello, Laurent Pétré, Mostafa Mahdavikhorrami, A.R. Sahasransu, Mathias Mancini

• Our communications team, also setting up the exhibition:
  Sophie Van den Bussche, Panagiotis Charitos

• Our co-organisers:
  Roy Aleksan, Johannes Gutleber, Julie Hadre, Frank Zimmermann

• Fantastic support during preparation and on front desk throughout week:
  Patrycja Brozda, Irene Crespo, Julia Double, Marleen Goeman, Coralie Hunsicker
FCC Week 2020 in Paris
preliminary date: 9 – 13 November 2020

Have a safe trip back home